Not heard of us? That’s okay. We take pride in delivering
for our clients rather than shouting about it. That’s why we
based our name around building solid software, because
that’s our focus. But you’re here because you wanted some
more information, so here’s a bit about us.

WHAT WE CARE ABOUT
Connecting the dots behind the scenes to ensure that relevant data is
instantly available to those who need it.
Whether it’s processes, technologies or systems our engineering teams in London
& Basingstoke care about helping Pharmaceutical and Healthcare organisations
optimise the use of the clinical data they have to exceptional levels of quality.
All the complicated technical stuff most people run a mile from, we’ve been
tackling for the last 25 years.

HOW WE CAN HELP

Validation, verification and
authentication of clinical
and pharmaceutical data
throughout the supply chain

Enabling new models of care
through the accurate transfer
of clinical data between health
organisations

WE ARE AT THE
TOP OF OUR FIELD
BUT WE’RE ALWAYS
LEARNING

Tracking and tracing of
medicines and critical assets

Enabling Telemedicine
solutions to scale up and safe
sharing of clinical data

We have been working in systems integration since
the early 90s, becoming published thought leaders
and trusted advisors to Microsoft. So trusted in fact,
that they awarded us with the first ever Microsoft
Global Award for Azure Cloud solutions in 2013
as well as the 2018 Microsoft Global Healthcare
Partner of the year. But we know that the industry is
constantly evolving so we’re always working hard to
adapt to it, ensuring we’re ready to deliver the best
solutions available for our clients.

HOW WE HELP
PROTECT EUROPE
FROM THE THREAT
OF FAKE MEDICINES
A key to delivering for clients is mastering
scale. Many companies can join systems
together between point A and point B and
that’s great, but they can also create a
spaghetti of interconnections that eventually
chokes your ability to move forward. True
integration is a skilled engineering task.
That was the brief for the new European
Medicines Verification System – how
to connect over 1000+ Pharmaceutical
manufacturers with every EU market and over
160,000 points of dispense?
By leveraging our partnership with Microsoft
Azure, we were able to offer a unique public
cloud-based solution. The solution we built is
now responsible for ensuring that 10 billion
medicines a year are processed at real-time,
through a complex multimarket globally
distributed ecosystem protecting over 600
million people.
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We also hold ourselves to account to high
quality engineering and have adopted Good
Automation Manufacturing Practices (GAMP5)
that achieve reliable high quality outputs
demanded within the Pharmaceutical industry.

Patient

DISCOVERY
WORKSHOPS

You might want to take advantage of our ‘online
discovery workshops’ we use to work through
specific challenges, do rapid sense making and
identify a starting point for any potential solutions.
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